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NOTE: Signal Interlock is not usable with these units

HOW TO PROGRAM THE 1-RELAY WIRELESS TRIGGER

 With power connected to the relay board hold the small
 white button on the board down until the led turns on
 and turns off. Keep holding it down until it flashes. 1
 flash will put it in momentary mode. 2 flashes will put
 it in latching mode, 3 flashes will put it in Inter-lock /
latched mode (this mode requires a remote with 2 but-
 tons. One turns it on and two turns it off) and 4 flashes
will put it in the delay mode

PAIRING THE REMOTE
 Now you must pair the remote with the base. Hold the white button
 until the led comes on and release the button. Than press the remote
.button. The led will flash twice and is now paired with the base
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SETTING THE RELAY FUNCTION USING THE JUMPERS

You can set the functions of the relays by adjusting the jumper on the circuit board. Th e following are the 
settings for each jumper position.

NO JUMPER - Toggle 1-12 - Turning on any relay turns off  all other relays.

A L - All Relays Momentary - Relay coresposning to remote button will stay on only as long as remote  
          button is held down

B L - All Relays Latching - Relay coresposning to remote button will stay on once button is pressed and                
         turn off  once button is pressed again.

C L - Relays 1-6 Momentary, Relays 7-12 Latching

AL and BL - Relays 1-6 Latching, Relays 7-12 Toggle

AL, BL, and CL - Relays 1-4 Momentary, Relays 5-8 Latching and Relays 9-12 Toggle

BL and CL - Relays 1-6 Momentary, Relays 7-12 Latching

AL and CL - Relays 1-2 Momentary, Relays 3-6 Latching, Relays 7-12 Toggle in Pairs (7/8, 9/10, 11/12).

Pairing the Remote

To pair the remote, press the button on the relay board and then press any button on the remote.


